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PREFACE

Life shows us that the most important decision is the next one,

not the last one, and that decision is always made now.

We live looking forward, but we understand things looking

back; from there we can learn from our errors and successes, and

for that same reason, also improve. And Now What? deals pre-

cisely with learning in order to improve as managers of others,

beginning with ourselves.

The book arose from my classes in IESE Business School and

from my advisory activity with managers and businesspeople fac-

ing the challenges occurring in their professional careers in times

of change, which are, surprisingly, constant. On the base of facing

reality and studying how other colleagues had analyzed similar

situations, I became encouraged to throw in my contribution.

Each page was originally written to be discussed in class, which

allowed me to learn more, given that I have the gratifying privilege

of being taught by my students. Better equipped after that

exchange of ideas, I have faced day to day with renewed energy to

apply what was discussed; to return later to class and carry on

outlining the theory, which is nothing more than a view of reality;

and thus repeatedly, in a loop which is as exciting as it is enrich-

ing. The readers have in their hands what I have seen regarding

the landing (taking charge) of a manager in a new post.

The book begins with an introduction, which everyone knows

is the last to be written, that offers a panoramic perspective of

what a landing entails in terms of personal self-leadership and

managing people and uncertainty challenges and then is structured

into two parts. Part 1 intends to be a systematic review of the
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several phases of a taking charge process from preparation to

implementation in the most difficult environment of a merger or

acquisition.

Chapter 2 addresses the traits which characterize what the man-

ager arriving in a new post has to do, and the efforts to adapt that

are demanded. We will take the reader from creating expectations

with the initial messages of the new manager and the role played

by trust and credibility in the first steps.

Chapter 3 discusses the impacts of the change that a landing

entails and how to manage them. The reader will understand how

prioritizing improves time management and the quality of deci-

sion-making, and how anticipation in a changing environment

will avoid mistakes in communication and action implementation.

Chapter 4 proposes an integrating scheme of the factors which

shape the landing. After having pondered them, the reader may

develop a mental plan and a real approach, where renovating the

skills facing the challenges will make the difference.

Chapter 5 notes the influence that the company culture, in both

the formal and the informal or spontaneous versions exert on the

recent landing and how to handle it. The reader will acquire a set

of tools to assess the current culture and design the path to the

new one.

Chapter 6 describes some key points on how to manage the

protagonists of every landing: people. The reader will become

acquainted with the keys of selection, hiring, training, develop-

ment, evaluation and compensation policies, vital for a safe

landing.

Chapter 7 addresses the situation of landing in a merger or an

acquisition, once again emphasizing the hardest part of leadership

which is often delayed or neglected. It offers an agenda to deal

successfully with people uncertainty and traumas, making commu-

nication an ingredient of the solution and not of the problem.

Part 2 offers a range of real cases, although some with fictitious

names in order to protect the identities of the protagonists, with a
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brief analysis, arranged in a chronological order as they acquire

greater responsibilities. This provides reality and facts. The reader

will take a trip from the first stages of a professional life as leader

to the highest responsibilities of the chairman’s role, experiencing

changes, promotions, exits, internationalizations, and takeoffs.

One has the right to a personal opinion; that is legitimate, as is

respectable the way in which it has been formed, but one doesn’t

have the right to personal facts; if not, agreements would be

impossible or nonviable because of their instability, and learning a

chimera. The cases allow the reader to bring into play what has

been dealt with in Part 1, go from theory to reality, so that one’s

own judgment is formed. This is the author’s final intention.
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